With the rise in popularity of river rafting, the park managers are faced with the problem of allowing more trips to travel down the river and providing wilderness experience for the visitors, with minimal contact with other groups of boats on the river as well. In this paper, the schedule of trips on the Big Long River (225 miles) is studied. The drifting vessels that can be chosen are oarpowered rubber rafts and motorized boats. By using the queuing theory, we propose several schedules, including the departure time, arriving time, duration (measured in nights on the river) and propulsion (motor or oar), based on some basic and practical assumptions. All schedules proposed here can provide visitors with a wilderness experience, with no two sets of campers occupying the same site at the same time. Based on the number of campsites, the transportation tool, the days of trip and some reasonable assumption, the paper model the above optimal schedule problem as a combinational optimization problem. We use heuristic algorithm to solve the above combinational optimization problem. First of all, we build the matrix which representing arrangement of a boat in 180 days. Secondly, we build the matrix which means the arrangement of campsites in one day. Third, we choose matrix which meet the constraint condition and have the maximized cardinal of line. The number of maximized cardinal of line is the optimal solution of the original combinational optimization problem. So we can see that the result is enormous, According to this model, we can get two-dimensional matrix, it will Simplify the results. The maximum of quantity of matrix which satisfy the conditions is optimal solution.
DESCRIPTION
In this subject, the model is based on how to use optimized model to solve the boats of dock problem. We use the combinatorial optimization method [1] , [2] . In this method, we suppose matrix to imitate the boats of dispatch. According to matrix addition to imitate the situation of camps. The daily situation of boats starting off can make up a two-dimensional matrix. Through a series of constraint conditions, we can optimize the result step by step.
There are Y camp sites on the Big Long River, distributed fairly uniformly throughout the river corridor. Given the rise in popularity of river rafting, the park managers have been asked to allow more trips to travel down the river. They want to determine how they might schedule an optimal mix of trips, of varying duration (measured in nights on the river) and propulsion (motor or oar) that will utilize the campsites in the best way possible. We also take many practical concerns into account. We discuss the influence of uncertain things on the trip that our algorithm is most useful in reduce the errors.
THE PROBLEM ANALYSIS
Our task is to design a model to calculate the number of the boats. Train of the thought: The opening days is 180 days.
One boat need 6-18days, which is continuous, to pass through the river. So we should remove 6-18days continuous from the 180 days. And we can use a matrix M to express this situation. That is forming a matrix which includes 180 rows and Y columns. In every row only one element is 1 representing the campsite, with others is 0 representing that there is no campsite.
The biggest headaches are (1) How to arrange boats to make the X is maximal.
(2) How to calculate the number of boats everyday. www.ijsea.com 193 choose matrix which meet the constraint condition and to do permutations and combinations. Also, we must be clear that we have constraints, which include some factors, such as time, the distance between two campsites adjacent, the speed of the boat. So we should exclude some unsuited plans.
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(1) A boat can stay at a campsite but once a day. Because the government agency responsible for managing this river wants every trip to enjoy a wilderness experience, with minimal contact with other groups of boats on the river. The government agency responsible for managing this river wants every trip to enjoy a wilderness experience, with minimal contact with other groups of boats on the river.
(2) All the boats have the same departure time in the morning, doing this we can make sure that when the later boat arrive at the campsite the campsite is empty.
(3) We should suppose the weather of everyday is good, so each boat can travel at its appointed speed.
(4) The number of starting boats (or landing boats) is affected by one factor, which is the number of campsites.
(5) The time of starting boat and stopping time is ignored, only in this way, can we make the model more simple.
(6) Every campsite can hold only one boat at the same time, considering that the campsites is not big enough to hold more than one boat. (7) The boats must be at the campsites before 6:00 pm.
Because it is safer for visitors to stay at campsites at night.
And visitors can have a rest and prepare equipment for tomorrow. What's more, the river is nature and valuable, we should not use it frequently.
(8) Every boats have their own independence at any time. so visitors can enjoy themselves. (9) The days every boats stay at one campsite can not exceed one.
(10) Every trip can not change its transportation during the journey. Because managers have make the schedule, so visitors need to make an appointment on the phone.
MODEL
Suppose the number of campsites is Y, and number the campsites as 1, 2,…,Y along the river from upstream to downstream. We can use a Y-dimension vector to denote the camping arrangement of a group at some night on the travel, the element of vector is 0 or 1, for example (1, Xm represents the daily number of boats setting off the original.
Overall optimization;
Train of the thought: The opening days is 180days.One boat need 6-18days, which is continuous, to pass through the river. So we should remove 6-18days continuous from the 180 days. And we can use a matrix M to express this situation. That is forming a matrix which includes 180 rows and Y columns .In every row only one element is 1 representing the campsite, with others is 0 representing that there is no campsite. Then using matrix multiplication or matrix logic exclusive OR (XOR) to express the constraint situation. Everyday the boats can not stay at the same campsite. First, we should list all the matrix (m) satisfying the constraints. Then we combine this matrix(m) satisfying the constraints. The number of m in the combination which has the most number of matrix is x which is what we need.
Such as:
that is every row has only 1 or no 1.
The 6-8 days continuous which are selected from the 180 days make up the combinations. And the selection of the first campsite is in a certain range.
Supposing that the first campsite of first day the boat stop at is the j campsite and the boats move ahead as fast as possible 1 <= j < (8×12) ÷(225÷Y)
And the next situation of 1 should be bigger than the value of j. Mt is the situation the j boat select. The best answer N  L.
SOLUTION AND RESULT
(1) The first step: Supposing the value of Y If we don't assign a value to Y and we don't optimize our choosing, we will have a great many of results.
From the result of software ,when Y=18 we can get different plans of stopping the boats just as the days on the trip is 6 .Here we assume all the boats are fast boats. The situation of the boats setting off per day according to one of the groups is as follows:
The average distance the boats travel is 37.5 miles per day, the average time the boats travel is 4.6875 hours. It will take 1.5625 hours to run across the two campsites which are adjacent. Everyday one boat can travel as many as 12 hours ,that is 96 miles. Such as: When a boat pass across 7 campsites a day, we have to select 5 campsites from the last 11 campsites.
For example :1-7,2-8,3-9,4-10,5-11,6-12,7-13，8-14,9-15,10- From the information we can know the running conditions of the Big Long River; We can get a method which can distribute the time on average. In order to get full use of the camps, we can fix short-time with long-time. 
ANALYSIS OF RESULT
If we don't think about the constraint condition, we will have many results. For example: So we can see that the result is enormous.
In local optimum, we use a two dimension matrix to express the situation of boats every day. So we can get the max number of combination as the max quantity of boats. And by this analogy, we can calculate the sum of the boats in 180 days. In the global optimization, we use matrix M to signify driving conditions in 180 days. The element of the matrix show the situation of boats. The maximum of quantity of matrix which satisfy the conditions is optimal solution.
Because of the time ,in the solving of the model ,we only deal with one situation ,and other situations are similar with the situation. In order to make the computing more simple, we set Y as 18 .Meanwhile ,all the boats are the fast boats and all the boats need 6 days to pass across the river.
BACKGROUND
In nowadays more people like to travel and meantime the river trips is very popular in recent years. Because river trips is an adventure sports. Visitors to the Big Long River (225 miles) can enjoy scenic views and exciting white water rapids. The river is inaccessible to hikers, so the only way to enjoy it is to take a river trip that requires several days of camping. In order to make the journey more safe we have to build some campsites along the river.
We know that the trip involves so many factors that we can not calculate the accurate the sum of quantity of boats in one
year ,so we ought to simplify the travel. In order to make more boat trips be added to the Big Long River's rafting season ,we design an optimized model to solve this problem. So we can know the generally range of Y from the chart above. When we do model analysis and mode solution, we will have a reasonable assumption. When we figure out one of the X, we will compare with the quantity of the camps above.
If the result of assumption is far away from it. we will adopt another one.
The dates can regards as one part of one row of matrix Mij.
The general methods to solve the combinatorial optimization problems of 0 -1 are method of exhaustion and implicit enumeration. The method of exhaustion need to test all the solutions ,provided the model has K variables , then we need to examine 2 Y times, the calculated amount is very big. The implicit enumeration impliedly search all the solutions, and this method can be divided into Backtracking Algorithm ,Branch and Bound method, and Sequential Combination Tree Algorithm, in this way ,we can reduce the calculated amount , and find the best answer. According to the feature of this model ,this article determine the search range by the methods of solution space decomposition and of solution space limit method, and seek the best answer by the method of Sequential Combination Tree Algorithm. From the picture ,we divide the solution space into several subspaces according to certain rules. And confine the subspaces which are infeasible and which are feasible but are not the best subspaces, so as to narrow down the search range .In the new search range ,we can calculate the best answer exactly. 
ADVANTAGE AND DISADVANTAGE
The structure of Heuristic algorithm is based on intuitive judgment or experience. We can get a feasible solution of the problem in the condition of acceptable cost (time cost, space cost etc.)The rate of deviation between the solution that we get and the optimum solution can not be predicted. We can get the best solution under the acceptable conditions. but we can not guarantee the solution is the optimal solution and it might be infeasible. Even in most cases. we can not point out the approximate between the optimal solution and the solution we get.
Although we not always can get optimal solution ,but we can get the solution most close to the optimal solution.
Heuristic supply low bifurcate rate for each to solve specific problems of search trees each node, so they have better efficiency of computing .It is easier to get reasonable solution. Comparing these solution to choose the solution as optimum solutions.
CONCLUSIONS
During the process we realized that teamwork is very important in our daily life ,especially when the mission can not be handled. by only one person. Before action we should divide the job into different parts .Also we need to make sure that all of the members of the team can have his own duty .Only every one in the team make his great effort ,can the team achieve great grades. We should consider every problem from all the aspects .In the process we should collect a mass of material ,so effective information search is of very important. As to the materials collected ,it is vital to refine the information ,which is useful for us. In the future, we prefer to integrate the optimization with some traditional data mining approaches [3] , [4] , [5] to find more effective ways for optimization. [1] 
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DESCRIPTION
Information is spread quickly in today's tech-connected communications network; sometimes it is due to the inherent value of the information itself and other times it is due to the information finding, its way to influential or central network nodes that accelerate its spread through social media. While content has varied --in the 1800s news was more about local events (e.g., weddings, storms, deaths) rather than viral videos of cats or social lives of entertainers --the prevailing premise is that this cultural characteristic to share information (both serious and trivial) has always been there. However, the flow of information has never been as easy or wide-ranging as it is today, allowing news of various levels of importance to spread quickly across the globe in our tech connected world. By taking a historical perspective of flow of information relative to inherent value of information, the Institute of Communication Media (ICM) [1] , [2] seeks to understand the evolution of the methodology, purpose, and functionality of society's networks. Specifically, your team as part of ICM's Information Analytics Division has been assigned to analyze the relationship between speed/flow of information vs inherent value of information based on consideration of 5 periods: in the 1870s, when newspapers were delivered by trains and stories were passed by telegraph; in the 1920s, when radios became a more common household item; in the 1970s, when televisions were in most homes; in the 1990s, when households began connecting to the early internet; in the 2010s, when we can carry a connection to the world on our phones. Your supervisor reminds you to be sure to report the assumptions you make and the data you use to build your models.
The problems to be solved are: 1) Develop one or more model(s) that allow(s) you to explore the flow of information and filter or find what qualifies as news.
2) Validate your model's reliability by using data from the past and the prediction capability of your model to predict the information communication situation for today and compare that with today's reality. 
SYMBOL CONVENTIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 2.1 Symbol Conventions
Conditions Model assumptions
Due to constraints time and our limited ability level,in order to ensure the reasonableness of rationality of the model and the model of the flow of information, the following assumptions are made.
2 1) In order to simplify the problem, assume that people were divided into three categories: unknown, disseminators and were removed.
2) Takes into account the short time the news spread, so the news media during the investigation of the total number of regions N unconsidered a birth or death, do not consider migration, and in days of measurement.
ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM
For question 1, develop one or more models, allowing you to explore the flow of information, filtering, or can find content that can be the news. Due to the spread of infectious diseases is similar to flow of information, so this paper intends to model the flow of information use the SIR Epidemic Model, by setting the parameters of the first test to obtain a model of the flow of information, through qualitative analysis, to test model is reliable. Then depending on the model obtain the data , this paper using the least squares polynomial fitting to fit the flow of information polynomial model. If the data obtained are consistent with the model, it can be considered the given data as news data , otherwise, the data is not news.
For question 2, using past data verify the reliability of the model; forecast the situation of today's information communication, verify the ability of prediction, for comparison with today's reality. This paper by looking for other data get reliable information , then obtained the resulting data about the time of trend graph, and compared with in the model image of Question 1 , if reliable data is consistent with the model, can be obtained the model with a certain reliability. By looking for information to give the title to the information flow in the five periods, and this paper intends to use GM (1,1) model based on specific data of five periods' information flows , obtained communication skills today, and compare with today's reality.
MODELS 4.1 Establishment of the News' Model
The problem to be solved is: Develop one or more models allowing you to explore the flow of information, filtering, or can find content that can be the news . Due to the spread of infectious diseases is similar to flow of information, so this paper intends to model the flow of information use the SIR Epidemic Model, by setting the parameters of the first test to obtain a model of the flow of information, through qualitative analysis, to test model is reliable. Then depending on the model obtain the data, this paper using the least squares polynomial fitting to fit the flow of information polynomial model. If the data obtained are consistent with the model, it can be considered the given data as news data, otherwise, the data is not news. c. People who know the news, but does not spread (out of person), r(t) shows proportion of out of person in the population.
SIR model on the news
2) Day spread rate of communicators is λ , day stop transmission rate is μ . Their dissemination number of Disseminate is σ=λ/μ.
3) Taking into account that the news spread in a short time, therefore during area the total number of news media in the study is the constant N, that is not considered either birth or death, nor migrating, and measured in days.
Under the above scenario, crowd flow chart is as follows: Figure. 1 Crowd flow chart
The assumption is clearly:
The proportion of unknown person and communicators in the initial time are s0(s0>0) and i0(i0>0) (here assume the initial value of the removed persons is r0=0), So get SIR model initial value problem are as follows In real life, when a news just happened, people's attention will increase sharply this news, then quickly reached a peak, and then the news will concern a sharp decline, then forgot this news slowly. The unknown number of this news will be a sharp reduction in a very short period of time, but there is always a small group of people learn the news because of this reason or another. From the perspective of qualitative analysis point of view, SIR model established in this paper according to the propagation of news.
Polynomial fitting based on least squares
As mentioned above, from the perspective of qualitative analysis, it can be obtained: the dissemination of information relating to the establishment of the above-SIR propagation model in line with real-life news. Therefore, this article will based on the data obtained by above example, to be a polynomial fitting based on least squares information data for the news data.
polynomial fitting model based on least squares
Curve fitting problem formulation is，given a set of (twodimensional) data, namely n point on the plane ( , ) Linear least squares is the most common method to solve curve fitting , the basic idea is Given a set of data, what kind of curve fitting the best, possible on the basis of intuitive judgments to elect several curves , then compare, behold Article J of the smallest least squares curve index.
3) Least Squares
In unconstrained optimization problems, some important special cases, for example, the objective function by the square of the number of functions and composition. Such functions can generally be written as:
general assumptions m n  . We minimization problem of the kind of function:
called east-squares optimization problem.
The least squares polynomial fitting of News
Based on data obtained using the Matlab program of above SIR model . The unknown proportion of the number of timevarying polynomial equation:
Second Order:
Third Order:
Fourth Order:
As can be seen ,in this fourth order polynomial coefficient of the highest degree term s(t) is close to zero, so in this pair s(t) only polynomial fitting to Fourth -order polynomial. And the minimum square error form one to four order shown in Table  2 .
Table 2. least squares polynomial fitting difference of s(t)
Order Number First Order
Second Order Third Order Fourth Order
The minimum square error 0.9956 0.3253 0.0811 0.0673
As can be seen from Table 2 , s(t) least squares polynomial fitting difference from the Third Order Fourth Order are just 0.0138, and the fourth-order polynomial coefficients of the highest order term s(t) is close to zero. Therefore, in this select third-order polynomial fitting of s(t), so the fitting function of s(t) is
The image of fitting function and the image of specific data are shown in Figure 3 . 
Data determined in the news
As mentioned above, from the perspective of qualitative analysis, it can be obtained, the dissemination of information relating to the establishment of the above-SIR propagation model in line with real-life news. And the data obtained in the SIR model of news spread performed function fitting. Therefore, the data was subjected to qualitative analysis( its scatter plot, unknown number with respect to time trends, etc.),and performed polynomial fitting to this set of data .If this set of data consistent with the established model can be considered that it is news, otherwise the message is not news.
Validation of model reliability and prediction information propagation today
Verify the reliability of the model
Linked to a relative working in local statistical offices by their families, Since people get a local news dissemination of data, and use this data to verify the reliability of the model herein, Although only we got a set of reliable data, data is little, but there are certain confirmatory. The proportion of the number of unknown data obtained as shown in Table 3 . A scatter plot local news by unknown proportion of the data shown in Figure 4 .
Figure. 4 Scatter plot in a local news unknown proportion of data
As can be seen from the figure, the number of unknown proportion of data that reliable data trends over time is almost the same with the image built SIR model above，to some extent, this article can explain the model has a certain reliability.
Based on GM (1,1) model to predict the spread of today's information
GM (1,1) basic ideas and principles
Gray theory think that every random amount is in a certain range, a certain period of time changes the amount of gray and gray process, incomplete of system information , uncertainty is the greyness. Do not look for their data processing and statistical probability distribution law, but processing the raw data for certain, It becomes a regular time-series data, found mathematical model based on this. Using GM (1,1) model based on the cumulative number of generated columns, model works as follows:
1) a cumulative for raw data
Let the original gray data
Cumulative number of columns overcome volatility and randomness of raw data , change into strong regularity increasing the number of columns, be ready to build predictive models in the form of differential equations .
2) establish GM (1,1) model
Differential the equation is the gray forecast model GM (1,1), a,u which is a constant, it can be obtained by least squares fitting
Formula prediction the formula is the number of columns, Because the formula is predicted value once accumulated generating sequence can be original series value determined by the following formula
.2.2 Based applications GM (1,1) Model
As the group members did not find the specific data of five period about the situation of communicate news and information, therefore we decided to use the SIR model established above, by changing its initial value, to get information communication situation of five times specific data . Although this article does not use reliable data, but presents a solution to the problem. The initial value of the group on the basis of relevant experts on the use of the five periods as shown in Table 4 Table 4.The initial value of the SIR model in Table 3 Since the data is simulated to use its initial value of five times by changing the SIR model and actual data by a certain gap, so this article only gives a way to solve this problem. Using the gray GM (1,1) forecast model incorporates data five times per day, used on GM (1,1) model to forecast every day respectively, since the first day is the initial value of the data, five times is the same data, so to the next day, for example, obtained by today's information communication situation as shown in Table 5。   Table 5 .The next data dissemination of information of the five periods
Step 
Step6 Seeking to generate the number of column values
and restore the value of the model. x , and take
Result analysis
Based on information dissemination of the model the original value and the model value of the five times, as well as residuals of the model, relative error and the average of accuracy in Table 6 . 
Inspection of GM (1,1) Model
Since our analysis of 2050 later in the relationship between communication and the ability to use the network in the case of today's information communication prediction data GM (1,1) Model. To illustrate the effectiveness of the prediction and assessment of the results, we will test to GM (1,1) model, 
Solving the test results of GM (1,1) model using MATLAB , we get
It showed that use GM (1,1) model to predict today's information communication situation is entirely possible.
Similarly, to predict on the second and third information communication skills, can get communication of information available the trend over time today , as shown in Figure 6 . 
MODEL EVALUATION 5.1 Analysis of the advantages of the model
In this paper, conduct a comprehensive study to the flow of information ,the information flow has similarities with the spread of infectious diseases. So use the SIR model to model of the information flow, according to data obtained SIR model based on least squares polynomial fitting, then qualitative analysis to the SIR model, and the use of reliable data be verified to ensure that the flow of information on the SIR model established with a certain reliability.
Since there is no problem to get the information in the data flow to five times, using a modification of SIR model the initial value data obtained as the data flow of information five times, and then use the gray GM (1,1) model to predict for today and the flow of information in 2050.Although the initial data is simulated, there is no certain practical meaning, this model gives an effective way to solve such problems.
Prediction model network environment can be a good characterization of the news media. On this basis, this paper qualitative analyzes how in today's Internet world, so that the public interest and views are changed by information networks.
Topology or intensity form of messages or sources , information networks and how they are used to disseminate information and influence public opinion, studies on the links between social network information and to make a reference.
Analysis disadvantage of the model
Since news events related to network news, forums, blog, microblogging and other Internet information resources, information capacity, high redundancy and susceptible to noise interference. To collect comprehensive information on these and filtering, on the one hand a huge workload and high labor costs, On the other hand due to the passage of time, some of the information on the Internet will disappear, to be covered by the new information, Therefore, quantitative study of this article only collect and use information representative corpus as samples. Although, in the foregoing chapter we have made under the existing study based on the results of the theory and use of the public emergency network news also from a public opinion which reflects the evolution of the development and changes of the network news coverage. However, Insufficient sample of the present study was to analyze the qualitative part brings some limitations.
Since public opinion guidance and management is a very practical work, specific to the implementation level. We need to deal with a large number of complex issues and deal with complicated things, due to the lack of implementation experience, guidance and management research in the public emergency network public opinion aspects, This article does not find significant innovations, suggestions and measures proposed are mainly to further enrich the existing researchbased. . In the future, we prefer to integrate the optimization with some traditional data mining approaches [3] , [4] , [5] to find more effective ways for optimization. [1] 
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INTRODUCTION
Most natural languages contain polysemous words that is, the words that have the same spelling but have different possible meanings or senses. For example, in English the word bark can refer to the sound made by a dog or the covering of a tree. Humans are naturally good at identifying which sense of the word is used in a particular sentence. For instance, take the sentence The old lady got scared hearing the bark of the dog , we immediately come to know that bark is used to refer to the sound made by the dog whereas given the line the dog scratched its back on the bark of the tree we know that bark here means covering of the tree.
However, this knowledge of human beings is based vast experience of the world as well as languages which lacks in computer programs, hence determining the correct sense applied according to the context is a difficult task. The process of differentiating between the different meanings of a polysemous word and assigning the correct meaning or sense to it is Word Sense Disambiguation. WSD is considered as AI complete problem [5] .
Difficulty in WSD is due to two aspects. First, Dictionary based glosses tend to be ambiguous. Different lexicographers may tag different senses to the same instance. Second, WSD involves much world knowledge or common sense, which is difficult to verbalize in dictionaries [6] .
The task description of WSD can be formulated as a method of assigning the appropriate sense to all or some words in the text T where T is a sequence of words (w 0, w 1 , ....,w n-1 ) to find the mapping M from words to senses such that M(k) ⊆ Senses J(w k ) where M(k) is the subset of senses of w k which are appropriate in the text T and Senses J(w k ) is the set of senses in dictionary J for word w k . The mapping M can assign more than one sense to w k belonging to T but eventually the most appropriate sense is selected. Thus WSD is a classification task where word senses are the classes and the classification method classifies each occurrence of the word to more than one class based on external knowledge sources and context.
The paper has been further divided into six sections. In section II a brief discussion of history of the research done in WSD has been given. Section III gives a brief discussion of the knowledge based approaches. In section IV supervised disambiguation approach has been highlighted followed by unsupervised disambiguation approach in section V. Conclusion has been discussed in section VI.
LITERATURE SURVEY
In 1940s WSD was first formulated as separate computational task during the early days of machine translation. This makes it one of the oldest problems in computational linguistics. In 1949, Warren Weaver first introduced the concept in computational context.
Till 1970s WSD was a subtask of semantic interpretation systems which were developed within the field of artificial intelligence. However, since WSD systems were at the time largely rule-based and hand-coded they were prone to a knowledge acquisition bottleneck. In the 1990s, the statistical revolution swept through computational linguistics, and WSD became a paradigm problem on which to apply supervised machine learning techniques. Since then, supervised techniques have reached a plateau in accuracy, and so attention has shifted to coarser-grained senses, domain adaptation, semi-supervised and unsupervised corpus-based systems, combinations of different methods, and the return of knowledge-based systems via graph-based methods. Still, supervised systems continue to perform best.
KNOWLEDGE BASED APPROACH
The idea behind the knowledge based approach is to make extensive use of knowledge sources to decide upon the senses of words in a particular context. It was found that although alternate supervised approaches were more efficient than knowledge based approaches but their advantages also covered a wide range. Collocations, thesauri, dictionaries etc are the most commonly used resources in this approach. Initially knowledge based approaches started in limited domains in 1979 and 1980 [8] . There are three Knowledge based approaches which are discussed as follows:
Lesk Algorithm
M. Lesk proposed a approach to determine the overlap between words in the sense definitions of ambiguous words and the definitions of context words surrounding these ambiguous words in a given text. The biggest drawback of this algorithm is that dictionary definitions are often very short (as lexico and do not have enough words for this algorithm to work well. A modification has been proposed by Banerjee and Pedersen [9] that deals with this problem by adapting this algorithm to the semantically organized lexical database called WordNet. Besides storing words and their meaning like a normal dictionary, WordNet also "connects" related words together. They overcome the problem of short definitions by looking for common words not only between the definitions of the words being disambiguated, but also between the definitions of words that are closely related to them in WordNet. Their algorithm achieves an 83% improvement in accuracy over the standard Lesk algorithm, and that it compares favorably with other systems evaluated on the same data..
WSD using conceptual density
The conceptual density is the measure of how the concept that the word represents is related to the concept of the words in its context. Conceptual density is related to conceptual distance inversely. The conceptual distance is determined from the WordNet.
Walker's Algorithm
Walker proposed a simple algorithm by incorporating subject codes. His algorithm is based on the assumption that the subject codes assigned to a word reflects the sense of the word. If a word has more than one subject code then it will have more than one sense. For example: Longman"s Dictionary of Contemporary English includes subject code EC (economic) for the "financial" sense of "bank". This subject code helps us in knowing that "deposit" is related to the "financial" sense of bank [4] [10] .
His algorithm is based on the assumption that the subject codes assigned to a word reflects the sense of the word. If a word has more than one subject code then it will have more than one sense. For example: Longman"s Dictionary of Contemporary English includes subject code EC (economic) for the "financial" sense of "bank". This subject code helps us in knowing that "deposit" is related to the "financial" sense of bank [4] [10].
UNSUPERVISED APPROACH
Unsupervised methods of WSD eliminate the need for sense tagged training data and therefore, they overcome the knowledge acquisition bottleneck [1] .
Strictly speaking, using a completely unsupervised sense disambiguation task, we can only discriminate word senses. That is, we can group together instances of a word used in different senses without knowing what those senses are.
However, Yarowsky [3] proposed an unsupervised algorithm that can accurately disambiguate word senses in a large completely untagged corpus. He exploited two powerful properties of human language in an iterative bootstrapping setup to avoid the need of manually tagged training data (adapted from Yarowsky 1995)[4]:
1. One sense per discourse: The sense of a target word is highly consistent within any given document or discourse.
2. One sense per collocation: Nearby words provide strong and consistent clues to the sense of a target word, conditional on relative distance, order and syntactic relationship.
This approach has two types of distributional approaches; first one is monolingual corpora and other one is translation equivalence based on parallel corpora. And these techniques are further categorized into two types; type-based and tokenbased approach. The type-based approach disambiguates by clustering instances of a target word and token-based approach disambiguates by clustering context of a target word.
A. Context Clustering
In Context Clustering method [2] , first context vectors are created and then they are grouped into clusters to identify the meaning of the word. This method uses vector space as word space and its dimensions are words only. Also in this method, a word which is in a corpus will be denoted as vector and the no of times it occurs will be counted within its context. After that, co-occurrence matrix is created and similarity measures are applied. Then discrimination is performed using any clustering technique.
B. Word Clustering
This technique is similar to context clustering in terms of finding sense but it clusters those words which are semantically identical. For clustering, this approach uses Lin"s method. It checks identical words which are similar to target word. And similarity among those words is calculated from the features they are sharing. This can be obtained from the corpus. As words are similar they share same kind of dependency in corpus. After that, clustering algorithm is applied to discrimination among senses. If a list of words is taken, first the similarity among them is found and then those words are ordered according to that similarity and a similarity tree is created. At the first stage, only one node is there and for each word available in the list, iteration is applied to add the most similar word to the initial node in the tree. Finally, pruning is applied to the tree. As a result, it generates subtrees. The sub-tree for which the root is the initial word that we have taken to find sense, gives the senses of that word. Another method to this approach is clustering by committee. As mentioned earlier, the word clustering is approach is clustering by committee. As mentioned earlier, the word clustering is a kind of context clustering, this clustering by committee follows similar step, first the similarity matrix is created, so that, matrix contains pair-wise similar information about the words. And in the next step, average-link clustering is applied to the words. The discrimination among words is performed using the similarity of centroids. For each committee, one centroid exists. So, according to the similarity of the centroid, the target word gives the respective committee. In the next step, features between the committee and the word are removed from the original word set, so in next iteration, identification of senses for same word which are less frequent, is allowed.
C. Co-occurrence Graph
This method creates co-occurrence graph with vertex V and edge E, where V represents the words in text and E is added if the words co-occur in the relation according to syntax in the same paragraph or text. For a given target word, first, the graph is created and the adjacency matrix for the graph is created. After that, the Markov clustering method is applied to find the meaning of the word. Each edge of graph is assigned a weight which is the cooccurring frequency of those words.
Weight for edge {m,n} is given by the formula: w mn = 1-max{P(w m | w n ), P(w n | w m )} Where P(Where P(w m |w n ) is the freq mn /freq n where freq mn is the co-occurrence frequency of words w m and w n , freq n is the occurrence frequency of w n . Word with high frequency is assigned the weight 0, and the words which are rarely cooccurring, assigned the weight 1. Edges, whose weights exceed certain threshold, are omitted. Then an iterative algorithm is applied to graph and the node having highest relative degree, is selected as hub. Algorithm comes to an end, when frequency of a word to its hub reaches to below threshold. At last, whole hub is denoted as sense of the given target word. The hubs of the target word which have zero weight are linked and the minimum spanning tree is created from the graph. This spanning tree is used to disambiguate the actual sense of the target word.
SUPERVISED APPROACH
Approaches relying on sense tagged corpora for disambiguation are known as supervised. WSD approaches. They yield very high accuracy in the domain of the training corpus. But this accuracy comes at the cost of sense tagged corpora which is a costly resource in terms of the time and the manual efforts involved. Creating such corpora for all languages in all domains will be impracticable. Hence these approaches cannot be easily ported to different languages or domains. Some good supervised approaches are mentioned below [8] .
A. Decision Tree
A decision tree [11] [12] is used to denote classification rules in a tree structure that it recursively divides the training data set. Internal node of a decision tree denotes a test which is going to be applied on a feature value and each branch denotes an output of the test. When a leaf node is reached, the sense of the word is represented (if possible). For example, The noun sense of the ambiguous word "bank" is classified in the sentence, "I will be at the bank of Narmada River in the afternoon".
B. Neural Networks
In the Neural Network based computational model , artificial neurons are used for data processing using connectionist approach. The input includes the input features and the target output and goal is to partition the training context into nonoverlapping sets. The training dataset is divided into sets which are non-overlapping based on desired responses. When the network encounters new input pairs the weights are adjusted so that the output unit giving the target output has the larger activation. The network can have weights both positive and negative corresponding to correct or wrong sense choice. Neural networks can be used to represent words as nodes and these words will activate the ideas to which they are semantically related. The inputs are propagated from the input layer to the output layer through the all intermediate layers.
The input can easily be propagated through the network and manipulated to arrive at an output. It is difficult to compute a clear output from a network where the connections are spread in all directions and form loops.
C. Naῒve Bayes
Naive Bayes classifier is the classifier based on Bayes theorem and assumes that every feature is class conditionally independent of every other feature. This approach classifies text documents using two parameters: the conditional probability of each sense (Si) of a word (w) and the features (fj) in the context.
WSD is very tough problem and needs large number of lexical and knowledge resources like sense tagged corpora, machine readable dictionaries etc. It is evident that use of such resources improves the performance of WSD. Hence one might think that, if such resources are available, and then why not use them? Or why not spend sufficient time in creating high quality resources and perform great in terms of accuracy.
The main reason is that, even if we have all possible resources to build a great supervised approach, it cannot be ported to other language easily. The resources have to be replicated for all possible languages. Another disadvantage of using the supervised approaches is, by using fixed sense repositories; we constrain our self to the fixed number of senses present in that repository. We cannot discover new senses of words, which are not present in the sense repository. Hence only considering the accuracy of the approach is not a good idea, but considering its versatility and portability to other languages and domains is also equally important. This is the reason we see many unsupervised approaches being tried by many researchers in WSD [7] .
CONCLUSION
WSD is a very complex task in Natural language processing as it has to deal with complexities found in a language. In this paper we have put forwarded a survey of comparison of different approaches available in word sense disambiguation with primarily focusing on the knowledge based, supervised and unsupervised approaches. We concluded that supervised approach is found to perform better but one of its disadvantage is the requirement of a large corpora without which training is impossible which can be overcame in unsupervised approach as it does not rely on any such large scale resource for the disambiguation. Knowledge based approach on the other hand makes use of knowledge sources to decide upon the senses of words in a particular context provided machine readable knowledge base is available to apply. [ [5] Samit Kumar, Neetu Sharma, Dr. S. Niranjan, "Word Sense Disambiguation Using Association Rules: A Survey",
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INTRODUCTION
In the recent decades conservation and sustainable environment are of great concern to the nations. The natural phenomenon such as globalization and also environment pollutions such as emission have been considered by a great number of environmental protection agencies and united nation agencies. A noticeable attention to conservation and saving green have led Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) tighten emission control because of harmful and mortal effects of nitrogen oxide which is a pollutant found in car's exhaust (Klier, & Linn, 2016) . Therefore, since 1970s EPA has announced continuously more restrictions on standard of emission for light-duty vehicles entailing small pickup trucks, automobiles, and sport-utility cars. The most stringent requirements for emission standards were for vehicle models of year 2004 (Klier, & Linn, 2016) . Not only EPA but also federal agency created significant diminution (94%) in the amount of emitted nitrogen oxide by vehicles tailpipe from 1.25 to 0.07 grams per mile (Klier, & Linn, 2016) . Emitted nitrogen oxide endangers human lives and triggers disease such as asthma, respiratory, cardiovascular, bronchitis, and pre-mature death. The new emission standard posed immense hardship to automakers manufacturing fuel-efficient diesel cars to the United States automobile market. One of the market players in automobile industry is Volkswagen attempting to crack the United States diesel market; as a result, Volkswagen became a substantial seller in automaker market. Volkswagen competitors namely Honda, Hyundai, Mazda, and Nissan found new emission standards significantly challenging; therefore, they made decision to scrap their tactics (Davenport, & Hakim, 2016) . Surprisingly, in the years 2015, Volkswagen was announced as "diesel dupe" in virtue of rigging emission test to make diesel vehicles seem emitting less pollution than what they really emit (Clothier, 2015) . In September 2015 it was reported by EPA that in an ample number of Volkswagen vehicles, sold in worldwide, a defeat device or software was embedded in diesel engine with the purpose of changing vehicle performance to improve required result. Volkswagen aimed at pretending that its vehicles follow emission standards; therefore, conducted emission test in the lab instead of on the roads (Le Page, 2015). Volkswagen cars were programmed to detect the situation where cars with TDI diesel engines experience emission test and then take information from brakes, accelerator, and steering. Subsequently, the program made slight changes to engine setting with the purpose of diminishing nitrogen oxide level emitted by Volkswagen diesel cars. The actual result of Volkswagen emission test on road was thirty-five (35) times more than cheated result in the lab (Le Page, 2015) . Volkswagen emission test scandal has created a dramatic consequences having impact on ample number of authorities.
FINDINGS
3. There have been animated debates surrounding the Volkswagen diesel scandal to find out primary reasons that what factors paved the ground for such scandal to take place and also who was involved in this scandal. This scandal has been reported in a great number of media and news.
Participants in Volkswagen Emission Test Scandal
Firstly, it was reported that nine (9) managers are suspended for being involved in the deception. It is stated by Volkswagen chairman that one of the reason suspended group took this unethical scandal is because of the mindset in some departments of the company which fails to comply the rules (Goodman, McGrath, & Leah, 2015) . In October 2015, it was stated that the group of employees participated in diesel scandal is small. CEO of Volkswagen announced to the United States lawmakers that for whatever reasons a small group of software engineers embedded the device in cars. The CEO mentioned that he is not aware of exact number of engineers and also this scandal was not corporate decision (Boston, Varnholt, & Sloat, 2015) . Later, a law firm Jones Day, which is the external investigator of Volkswagen, conducted internal investigation and later revealed that fifty (50) members of staff mostly in Wolfsburg confessed that they were completely aware of emission scandal activities. Later, news learned that although some Volkswagen engineers and technicians informed their supervisors about emission (Boston, Varnholt, & Sloat, 2015) . In November 2015, the number of participated managers, technicians, and engineers in the emission test scandal to operate the defeat device is dramatic. There have been various levers in this scandal. It is described that one individual is able to write the codes of defeat device program; on the other hand implementing this program to function with engine and other elements requires more workforces to be involved in (Goodman, McGrath, & Leah, 2015) . Moreover, in accordance with Bode, Volkswagen junior positions were not included in the cheating test, whilst finally it was declared that a great number of managerial and non-managerial the rank and file workforce were involved in diesel emission scandal. The suspended managerial group consists of nine (9) managers from supervisory board, quality control and assurance, engine designers, plant managers, and managers of sub-companies such as Porsche and Audi. EPA has added that approximately hundred (100) million lines of codes are included in each car, whilst in the case of Volkswagen; the defeat device was embedded amongst millions of codes which are definitely far challenging to detect. In addition, there is a possibility that a third-party programmer has written the codes of cheating program, Ricker added (Boston, Varnholt, & Sloat, 2015).
Reasons for Rigging Emission Test
Martin Winterkorn Volkswagen CEO resigned on September and made announcement to decline that he was aware of diesel scandal. It is believed greatly by a great number of individuals that this unethical scandal occurred because of technology shortcoming prompted Volkswagen to cheat in emission test (Boston, Varnholt, & Sloat, 2015) . On December Hans-Dieter Pötsch chairman of Volkswagen revealed to the public that a group of Volkswagen engineers made decision to rig diesel emission test in 2005 when the united States EPA imposed the toughest emission standards to automobile industry. The significant reason forced them to take this decision at that time was in virtue of technology shortcoming (Boston, Varnholt, & Sloat, 2015) . The engineers were unable to meet the United States emission standards through Volkswagen given time and allocated budget. After specific time span, Volkswagen engineers managed to find a solution to face emission standards, yet they preferred to continue rigging rather than implementing the method. In accordance with Volkswagen chairman public admission, the unethical scandal is not one-off mistake, but it is a whole chain of mistakes taking place without any disruption (Rising & Sopke, 2015) . One of the other significant reasons fueling Volkswagen deception is unique corporate culture of the company. The culture of Volkswagen is compliance based which employees are obliged to comply with the rules (Goodman, McGrath, & Leah, 2015) . This culture has led to an atmosphere where workforces carry out their tasks under a critically centralized structure. In accordance with this culture, the demand and expectations of the company should be fulfilled regardless of how employees are able to perform the tasks (Goodman, McGrath, & Leah 2015) . According to director of the Center for Automotive Research Ferdinand Dudenhöffe, Volkswagen cultural practices are far different from other automobile manufacturers. The company is autocratic rather than being democratic. The main focus of the company is on roots and Wolfsburg; therefore, there is a noticeable dearth of global thinking. Based on Dudenhöffer, chief positions of Volkswagen might not directly enforced workforces to install defeat device in engines however working environment of Volkswagen is famous for avoiding dissent and discussion. In Volkswagen human resource practices pave the ground for management positions to tell employees to consider the task again, and if you are not capable to find a solution or to perform your tasks, there are other candidates who are efficient to perform your job. Thus employees of Volkswagen find themselves in a situation where if maintaining job is the concern, there is no choice (Sherk, 2014) .
In accordance with one of Volkswagen executive employee, rewarding system of Volkswagen is another reason enforcing employees to prefer keeping quiet about rigging in emission test for a long time even if they preferred to reveal. The bonus system of Volkswagen applies to all workforces from lower positions such as assembly line to higher positions such as chief executives (Elson, Ferrere, & Goossen, 2015) . In Volkswagen rewarding and bonus system, not only employees based on their performance receive bonus but also teams based on their performance and productivity receive bonus. The financial incentive of Volkswagen rewarding system leads employees not to come out with dissenting opinions. In accordance with one of Volkswagen employees, bonus is in commensurate with the amount of remuneration that a staff is paid. In other words, when a Volkswagen staff takes up a greater position, the amount of bonus that staff receives is higher than an assembly line staff that is on lower remuneration (Elson, Ferrere, & Goossen, 2015) . When Volkswagen cheating in diesel emission test was admitted publically, Bernd Osterloh who is the labor leader of Volkswagen declared that culture and approaches of company is not ethical and appropriate; therefore, some value-based changes should be adapted in the culture of company to allow employees to communicate with higher levels openly regarding any matter within the company, and also to enable employees to share their dissent opinion with their supervisors or chief positions (Sherk, 2014) . Although some people might stick to the idea that Volkswagen scandal took place in virtue of profit maximization, this is in face a misconception. According to the revealed information, it is evident that the primary roots of this deception are fueled from Volkswagen culture and approaches.
ANALYSIS
Volkswagen scandal has led to a devastating series of critical consequences to its direct and indirect stakeholders. This emission scandal is still under investigation by various authorities with the purpose of identifying actual impacts and coming out with a suitable solutions to finalize the case.
Impact of Volkswagen Diesel Scandal
In Volkswagen and Audi diesel cars pumped out nitrogen oxide forty (40) times more than it was allowed by the Clean Air Act. It is estimated by the researchers that with six (6) years Volkswagen and Audi diesel produced an excess of 36.7 million kg nitrogen oxide to the environment (Selin, 2015b) . Nitrogen oxide is a primary element of particulate and smog matter which paves the ground for various disease namely heart disease, premature death, bronchitis, and respiratory and cardiovascular disease. Researchers have estimated that significant impacts of nitrogen oxide produced by Volkswagen cars endanger 60 human lives from 10 to 20 years prematurely (Selin, 2015a) . It is noted that excess of pollution from Volkswagen vehicles participated directly in thirty-one (31) and thirty-four (34) chronic bronchitis and admission of respiratory and hearth cases respectively in the United States. Additional pollution to the environment will results in 120,000 minor restricted activity day and approximately 210,000 days of less respiratory signs. The sickness of people over six (6) years from 2008 to 2015 will cost United States $450 million (Kalaugher, 2015) . If Volkswagen declines to recall vehicles with defeat device, from 2015 onwards 140 premature deaths will take place. In addition, health cost of $840 million will be caused by the Volkswagen diesel cars (Chue, 2015).
Threatening People's Health
In addition, excess of nitrogen oxide to the natural environment by Volkswagen diesel cars results in acid rains (The Editorial Board, 2016). The acid rains not only have crucial impact on human health bot also have vital destruction on nature and natural resource.
Slump in Workforce's Bonus
When rigging in diesel emission test was revealed to the public, sales of Volkswagen was affected. Therefore, Volkswagen in order to cope with crisis, has announced that bonus of chief management will be reduced substantially (Moulson, 2016) . Volkswagen said a statement that various models which establish fair and rational solution for all participated parties are being deliberated. As a result, this leads to a considerable diminution of variable remuneration. The reduction in bonus will include management board and also a group of executive positions assisting CEO to operate the company's daily routine. It is said that the bonus of German equivalent of board of directors, which is the supervisory of Volkswagen, would not be reduced except Volkswagen chairman Hans Dieter Poetsch (Moulson, 2016).
Drop in Volkswagen Sale
Although Volkswagen diesel scandal has resulted in crucial impact on Volkswagen group brands namely Audi and Skoda, slump in sales of Volkswagen vehicles are far substantial than group brands. The bad reputation of Volkswagen has affected its customer loyalty; therefore, costumers switch from Volkswagen to its competitors which lead to a noticeable drop in sales (Kottasova, 2015) . 
Plunge in Volkswagen Shares
Unethical practice of Volkswagen led to a dramatic slump in share value. Immediately once Volkswagen scandal was revealed, market showed reaction thus share value of the company dropped by one third. In other words, the emission scandal wiped billion dollars from Volkswagen value (Gomez, 2016) . The following figure depicts that Volkswagen stocks price is continuously slumping dramatically in the United States. 
Creating Hassel for Volkswagen Dealers
When deceptive emission took place, a package of specific programs with the purpose of assisting retailers to cope with Volkswagen rigging in diesel emission test was provided to Volkswagen dealers (Ausick, 2016) . The program includes specific amount of money in form of sales bonus, incentives, or subsidy injected to dealership network struggling with lower sales and profit. The sale of Volkswagen diesel cars, which includes just above 20 percentages of total sales, was stopped. Therefore, dealers are still suffering from thin profit and sluggish sales (Beene, 2016) . On first of October Volkswagen of America with the purpose of relaxing crisis gave extra discretionary funds to Volkswagen dealers to use it in a way they wish. According to Automotive News, the amount of loan varied base on dealer's volume and reached to the highest amount of ten (10) thousand dollar. Volkswagen crisis grew significantly and affected the brand name, whilst dealers were not permitted to sell diesel vehicles. Thus dealers were concern whether the given fund is sufficient for survival or not. The CEO of Volkswagen America stated that further programs will be International Journal of Science and Engineering Applications Volume 5 Issue 4, 2016, ISSN-2319-7560 (Online) www.ijsea.com 214 considered for dealers with cash flow, but still specific date is not declared for programs (LaReau & Ryan, 2015) . A dealer of Volkswagen Steve Kalafer in New Jersey said that the given fund will be utilized to cover the store's operating costs and to boost marketing budget. Kalafer added that millions of dollars have been expended to strengthen this brand, but the scandal is an international deception; therefore, Volkswagen customers, employees, and investment of dealers have been affected. A great number of employees are concern about their job security and they are dissatisfied to encounter with customers suspending them whether they were aware of company's scandal or not (LaReau & Ryan, 2015) . Another Volkswagen dealer in east coast said that dealers of Volkswagen in the United States are not making money or merely breaking even. Moreover, the dealer adds that the given fund assists to break even or present thin profit. The other dealer of Volkswagen Bill Wallace in Stuart said that overall customer traffic has reduced significantly and also it is critical to convert shoppers to sales. Therefore, the discretionary fund assists to him to close the deals (LaReau & Ryan, 2015). General Manager of Volkswagen Tom Backer in New York said that some amount of the given fund will be utilized primarily to close deals with the owner of diesels cars who are unwilling to get into Volkswagen gasoline cars, whilst the rest of discretionary fund will be given to sales workforces with the purpose of improving their satisfaction and motivation (LaReau & Ryan, 2015).
Current Solutions for Finalizing Volkswagen Scandal
On 21st April 2016 a judge in California United States declared that Volkswagen has offered a concrete plan which has been supported by United States government agencies and environmental protection agency to solve and finalize the case which Volkswagen cheated in emission test by installing a defeat device in car's engine to game emission standards of EPA in the United States. Almost end of 2015 Volkswagen admitted that in eleven (11) million cars globally the deceptive software has been installed and 600,000 of those cars are on United States roads. Therefore, agreement in principle will be applied to Volkswagen cars in the United States (Sorokanich, 2016) . Judge Charles Breyer, U.S. District Court in San Francisco, has proposed a deal which gives options to owners of Volkswagen tow (2) liter diesel cars to fix their cars based on emission standards of the United States or sell back their cars to Volkswagen and cancel their loans (if the cars was purchased with loan). In accordance with the judge, the proposed deal includes considerable compensation for car owners of 2 liter diesels and also offers a fund for proper remediation hardship for any environmental harmful effects caused by Volkswagen cars exceeding pollutions to the environment. Still the details of compensation considered for Volkswagen car owners are not revealed (Goodman, et al., 2016a) . Moreover, compensations for 3 liter diesels Volkswagen car owners are still underway. The deliberation of Volkswagen scandal is kept confidential. In accordance with the judge, the proposed agreement is approved and supported by California regulators, California attorney general's office, and the United States Department of Justice respectively. Lawyers stated that it is expected that the Federal Trade Commission (TFC) will accept the proposed deal. TFC recently sued Volkswagen for gaming in clean diesel test (Goodman, et al., 2016a) . The proposed agreement requires more approvals and comments from Volkswagen owners. It is said by the judge that by July Volkswagen will be allowed to defend against a trial. The proposed agreement also consists of a section describing Volkswagen commitment to give further effort to create green car technology (Sorokanich, 2016) . Based on Kelly Blue Book, it costs Volkswagen more than seven (7) billion dollar to buy back the affected vehicles. Therefore, it is estimated that Volkswagen scandal might impose further cost to the company from approximately 6.7million euros to twofold or even more than the amount (Goodman, et al., 2016a) . Although Volkswagen and Porsche representatives, the Department of Justice, and others have given great efforts to work fourteen (14) hours a day to finalize an appropriate deal to solve Volkswagen deception, yet this case is not finalized yet. The judged announced that June 21st is the due date for all the involved parties to lodge their proposals before delivering the deal to public (Goodman, et al., 2016a) . There is a proposal for Volkswagen emission scandal explained as follow.
It is estimated that a giant amount of money is about to be spent in seeking to penalize Volkswagen for its deception. It is proposed that instead of imposing additional financial burden to punish Volkswagen, there are other ways such as green way to panelize Volkswagen rigging in emission test (Schlanger, 2015) . It has been recommended rather than squandering huge amount of money on penalties, it is more favorable to spend this amount of penalty to advance traditional technology. This is a great opportunity to bring out significant changes to automobile industry by requiring Volkswagen to concentrate on electric vehicles. In addition, there is no guaranty that Volkswagen will be able to repair the defeat device. On the other hand, the car owners might prevent to bring their car for fixing compromising performance (Yadigaroglu, 2015) . It is rational that EPA releases Volkswagen accountability to recall existing vehicles with defeat device to fix them. Subsequently, EPA has a crucial role to enforce Volkswagen to speed up its roll-out of zero emission cars which emit zero pollutant to the environment. Therefore, zero-emission cars tighten opportunities for cheating in emission tests. Moreover, EPA benefits greatly from zero-emission cars since it is not required to create new complicated and expensive emission test for zero-emission cars. This type of cars has an ample of advantage not only to the EPA and automakers but also to the environment (Yadigaroglu, 2015) . Over few years, Zeroemission cars significantly diminish emission which is ten (10) times greater than Volkswagen producing with deceptive device. In practical terms, increasing number of Volkswagen electronic vehicles on roads compensates the emission of Volkswagen cars with deceptive device. Besides, zeroemission cars privilege economy as well by increasing the needs of batteries. In order to fulfill the needs of battery in zero-emission cars, more battery manufacturers are required to be established over the world. High demand for battery manufacturing leads to an investment in lands and also creating jobs for locals in the United States and other regions. Advanced technology will be significantly reducing environment pollution, alleviating regulation of complicated emission standard, and also creating substantial domestic jobs. This is in facet an opportunity for Volkswagen to invest specific amount of money not only to compensate its scandal but also to strengthen its position. The proposed electronic cars have a dramatic role to repurpose the penalized money. According to the recommended proposal, it is evident that this is an ideal solution to finalize case of Volkswagen cheating in emission test (Yadigaroglu, 2015) .
CONCLUSION
In accordance with findings and analysis under previous sections, Volkswagen deceptive scandal is an overwhelming complicated case having created dramatic hassles for its direct and indirect stakeholders. Albeit Volkswagen cheating in diesel emission test was an unethical action resulting in series of disastrous consequences, the proposal of green punishment is a suitable solution to finalize this case. Electronic cars enable environment protection agencies to save cost and time for finding out new systems for controlling emission tests. Moreover, in this way, Volkswagen is not only penalized but also compensates its scandal appropriately. In conclusion, since this is an ongoing case, there is a chance to lodge the proposal of green punishment to judge to solve the issue in a win-win method.
RECOMMENDATION
It is evident that the root of this unethical scandal goes back to business culture and structure of the company. Today's business practices are far different from the past practices. The compliance-based business ethics like Volkswagen approach declines to treat employees ethically and also employees face dilemma of loose job or take unethical action; therefore, the company obtains reverse result. The actions of employees have crucial role in success or failure of the company thus it is important to value employees and improve their moral to accomplish tasks ethically. In value-base practices hierarchy does not exist instead the employees work in teams to achieve expected results. Moreover, value-based business ethics promote democracy in the company which means executives have the freedom to voice their complaints to seniors or share their ideas within the company which might result in greater productivity. In addition, it is obvious that emissions and pollutions are of significant concern to EPA. Thus it is undeniable that EPA new and strict emission standards imposed extreme pressure to automobile industry. EPA has an imperative role to alleviate the extreme pressure on automakers by providing and offering technology and research and development (R&D) aids. Case of Volkswagen reveals that stringent emission standards resulted in opposite expected outcome with a series of devastating events. Therefore, it is significant to plan for feasible emission standards and also provide technological and R&D support to automakers to prohibit such case to take place. All in all, in order to prevent such scandal to occur in future, it is recommended to the companies to value their employees through value-based approach. Besides, EPA is recommended to provide supportive programs to automakers to ensure level of pollutants and emissions are under control.
INTRODUCTION
ABC is a company based in Surabaya which has a division in entertainment and artist management industry. In addition to offering artists for entertainment purposes, ABC also takes offers from clients to organize events, which calls for project management. Unfortunately, most of ABC"s project management activities are still done manually and are vulnerable to various mistakes and human errors such as loss of documents, miscalculations in project cost, and misinformation between project staffs.
Such vulnerabilities urged ABC to develop a project management application to fulfill their needs. Therefore, the author attempted to develop an integrated and user-friendly project management application containing essential features of project management required by ABC. Kemp (2006) defines project as a dream with a deadline and a problem scheduled for solution [1] . Kemp (2006) also cited management in business as control [1] . If there is something uncontrolled, then there is no management in that business. From the preceding definitions, it can be concluded that project management is an act to ensure that the process of finding solution to a problem is kept under control. The term "control" here means finished and punctual. Project management components used in this application are as follows: scope management, time management, human resource management, cost management, and communications management.
BASIC THEORY
Project Management
MySQL
This application processes data inputted and outputted to and from MySQL databases. MySQL (My Structured Query Language) is a popular free and open-source database application. MySQL uses SQL scripting language which is a programming language adopted from English language and used to manipulate databases [3] .
PHP
This application uses PHP for its server-side code in addition to HTML and CSS for the interface. PHP language is combined with CodeIgniter PHP framework to make development easier and faster.
PHP is an open-source programming language focused on server-side scripting, in which the codes are sent to server and executed there. Outputs from the codes are returned in the form of HTML to the client [2] . Because the codes are executed in the server, clients are not able to access the codes directly.
Model-View-Controller Architecture
As what has been discussed in point 2.3, CodeIgniter uses Model-View-Control (commonly referred to as MVC) architecture. The architecture splits applications into three objects: model for storing data in databases, view for the part of the application which is presented to the user, and controller which is the bridge between view and model. Controllers process input and output data given to or asked by users then place it in views for outputs or save it in models [4] [5] . Figure 1 shows the MVC architecture. 
SYSTEM DESIGN
Analysis of Existing Project Management System
Current project management system is done manually. This means that clients need to physically contact the company, either via phone, email, or coming directly to the office. After there"s an agreement in scope and price, the company proceeds to assigning staffs to work on the project and creating a budget plan for the project. Company staffs assigned to work on the project would need to communicate by themselves, arrange their own schedules and tasks, and sharing documents on different locations. This keeps being done until the project is executed and completed.
Problem Analysis of Existing Project Management System
Current project management system is cluttered and timeconsuming especially for staffs when preparing for the project they are working on. They communicate by themselves, they schedule their own tasks, and they keep their documents online on different locations. This may lead to loss of documents, misinformation, and miscommunication between project staffs which may lead to the failure of a project. Project budgets being done manually may also lead to miscalculations and errors.
Requirement Analysis of Existing Project Management System
In order to combat the risks and vulnerabilities pointed out in point 3.2, it can be identified that ABC needs an integrated project management application which is able to facilitate staff management, communications, and schedules. Additionally, ABC also requires the application to be able to facilitate budgeting process, from creating budgets to realizing them.
Data Flow Diagram (DFD)
Data flow diagram (or DFD in short) is a graphic modelling technique showing the flow of data from external entities into the system, showed how the data moved from one process to another, as well as its logical storage [6] .
Context Diagram
Context diagrams in DFD shows the overall information and entity in an application. There are five entities involved in the application: artist, administrator, user, accountant, and staff.
DFD Level 0
DFD Level 0 shows a more detailed process coming from the preceding context diagram. The name of the process involved in this application is Event Organizer Module.
DFD Level 1
DFD Level 1 shows an even more detailed process coming from the preceding DFD Level 0. This level consists of three specific processes:  Project registration, the act of registering projects based on requests from clients.  Project budgeting and resource allocation, the act of allocating staffs (resources) and budgets.
Additionally, this process also handles budget management. 
Interstaff communication, the act of allowing staffs to communicate and give tasks with each other. Figure 2 shows the DFD Level 1 used to develop this application. 
Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD)
Entity Relationship Diagram (or ERD in short) is a modelling technique which illustrates various entities in an information system as well as their relations to each other. The term "entity" refers to physical items or existent concepts such as users, projects, et cetera. ERD can be considered as a foundation to build an application"s database. The conceptual data model for the application can be seen in 
APPLICATION IMPLEMENTATION
In this chapter the author is going to explain and discuss about the developed application. This chapter is divided into subchapter in which each is going to feature a short explanation and a screenshot of the feature.
Sending Project Request
In order for a project to be recognized by the application, clients need to post their project requests by accessing the application"s homepage. Clients need to register for a free account before being able to post a request. Once registered and verified, clients need to head to a section called "Client Area" then press "Request A Project" button. Clients will then be taken through a form wizard to fill the details of their desired event. The form wizard is featured in Figure 4 . Only users with admin privileges are allowed to see the project requests sent by client. Users will need to log in from the administration/back-end section of the application as seen in Figure 5 . The privileged user will then be able to view and respond to project requests. Similar to clients requesting a new project, the user will also be guided via form wizard to respond the client"s request. The user will be allowed to directly reject the request, or put it on hold for later. The user will need to input essential data such as project price, performers, and documents (if available). The client will be notified via email about the development of his/her project request. Figure 6 features the form wizard that guides administrators in responding to a client"s project request.
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Adding Resources and Budget
After approving a project request, administrators can immediately assign staffs and create budget for the newlycreated project. Figure 7 shows the project information page which contains essential information such as project name, location, status, value, staffs, and link to budget. Administrators can also assign staffs from this page. Administrators can either register new staffs or select existing ones. Not only adding staffs, administrators will also need to configure a staff"s leadership status; either the staff is a staff or is a project manager. Project managers have additional capabilities which will be discussed more in-depth in later subchapters.
Figure 7 -Project information page
Aside from adding staffs, administrators also need to create budgets for the project to make sure that the project cost does not exceed its value. Budget items are categorized into configurable categories. Administrators can determine whether each category belongs to income or expenditure. Figure 8 shows the interface of project budget creation page.
Figure 8 -Create new project budget
Once a project budget is created, it will need to be approved by the project"s manager. Project managers are capable to either approve or disapprove the budget. If a manager chooses to do the latter, administrators will need to revise the budget. Project budgets must be approved. Otherwise, accountants will not be able to create realization plans, which, in reality, cash out the money required to pay for the project requirements.
Managing The Budget
Once a budget is successfully approved by a project manager, accountants can immediately create realization plans to either cash in or out the money. Cash in process is simpler than cash out and can be conducted by both project managers and accountants. Cash in process is also faster. It is immediately realized once it is created. Cash out process, however, is a little bit complicated. Only accountants can create cash out realization plans and realize them. To create a plan, accountants need to choose which item they want to realize, then pick the realization date. Realization plans cannot be realized before the designated realization date. Once realized, however, the application will not only generate a cash in/out document, but will also record the realization in the project budget, which will be reflected in the "Budgeting" section in project managers" project management app, which will be discussed in the next subchapter. Figure 9 shows the interface of realization plan page used by accountants. 
Managing A Project
This subchapter discusses the core feature of the application, where staffs can collaborate to deliver high-quality, successful projects. The project management interface used by staffs have four panes while project managers have an additional pane: Budgeting. The following is the explanation of each pane. Figure 10 -Gantt chart generated in "Project Overview" pane
The Project Overview pane displays the essential information about the selected project such as project name, value, location, and execution date. In addition, it also displays the Gantt chart created by the project managers when available. The Gantt chart is powered by Google Charts and can be seen in Figure 10 . It is also possible to comment on the tasks within the Gantt chart. Users will need to switch from Gantt view to list view in order to view the task"s details and post comments. This is due to the limitation of Google Charts. The author is not able to activate Google Chart"s onSelect method in Google charts. Thus, the list view.
Resources
The "Resources" pane involves staffs. Project managers can group their staffs from this pane in addition to tagging them. Created groups are immediately registered in the database. On the other hand, project managers can also remove staffs from groups and delete their tags. Staffs, however, do not share this privilege. Staffs can only see their fellow colleagues and their groups and tags.
Figure 11 -Project resources pane
In addition to viewing, grouping, and tagging staffs, the Resources pane also allows staffs to send messages to other fellow staffs. Messages can also be broadcasted by choosing the appropriate filter then checking the appropriate checkboxes. There are four filters available:  Tag, which means sending the message to only staffs with the selected tag(s).  Group, which means sending the message to only selected group member(s).  Individual, which means sending the message to only selected individual(s).  Everyone, which means sending the message to every other staff. Figure 12 shows the mailbox available to every project staff and a sample message. The "Budgeting" pane allows project managers to view and control the usage of project budgets. Thus, this pane is only available to project managers. This pane consists of graphics informing the manager about the project"s budget condition such as budget composition, planned/realization ratio as seen in Figure 13 in addition to budget information and list of budget documents. Project managers can also conduct a cashin from this pane. Figure 14 -Gantt/Task Pane The "Gantt/Tasks" pane allows staffs to create tasks and project managers to create tasks which will be displayed in the Gantt chart. In addition to creating tasks for themselves, staffs can also share their tasks to other staffs. Shared tasks will be displayed on corresponding staffs" tasks pane. As for tasks displayed in Gantt chart, project managers can also task a certain group in the task. Please be noted, however, that a group must be created first before project managers can assign groups to the Gantt task. Figure 14 In "Documents" pane, as seen in Figure 15 , staffs are allowed to upload and share documents related to the project. Shared documents will be displayed in the guests" Documents pane and the guests will be able to view them. Documents shared in one project will not be displayed in other projects. In addition to uploading and sharing documents, staffs are also allowed to delete and view the documents. Viewing the document will open a new tab that will display the document and allow users to comment on it. However, the viewer will only be able to open PDF files. As for other file types, the user will be allowed to download the document. Document deletion is only available to document owners. Figure 16 shows the document viewer page. 
Gantt/Tasks
CONCLUSION
Based on the results of application implementation, the author has concluded the following:

The application is able to take project requests and respond to it, assigning staffs and creating budgets as well as managing them.
The application is able to create budget realization plans and integrate their realization into the budget project to be viewed by project managers.
Staffs are able to view their project schedules via Gantt chart, giving themselves and their colleagues tasks and comment on them, communicate via messages, and uploading documents as well as sharing, viewing, and commenting on them. All of those are done within the application.
 80% survey respondents argued that the overall application is good while the remaining 20% respondents argued that the overall application is very good. From the survey results, it can be concluded that the application has met the requirements set by ABC company.
Figure 1 Supplier Registration
Sales of Goods 3.2.2.1 Ordering Goods
In the process of ordering goods, the data of goods ordered and the shipping costs will be recorded and the recording system will provide confirmation of an order made by the customer. Explanation of the process of ordering goods can be seen in Figure 2 .
Figure 2 Ordering Items
Customer Payment
In the process of payment, payment data will be recorded and admin company will provide confirmation of payment to the customer. After admin confirmation, the system will provide notification to the supplier that the booking has been paid by the customer. Explanation customer payment process can be seen in Figure 3 
Figure 3 Customer Payment
Shipping
In the shipping process, shipping of data will be stored and notification every stage of the delivery of goods will be accepted by the customer. Explanation of the shipping process can be seen in Figure 4 .
Figure 4 Shipping
Calculation of sales that have been completed
In this process, a notification will be sent details of the sale have been calculated for a range of dates specified. Furthermore, the supplier must confirm that the details have been received and true as in Figure 5 .
Figure 5 Calculation of Sales
APPLICATION IMPLEMENTATION 4.1 Implementation of Supplier Registration
In this application, the supplier can register your account by completing the registration form account as shown in Figure  6 . For example, email is filled with elf.buster@gmail.com, the password is also required, the name Heri stocked shop, filled phone number 082231417888, address filled jl.malang 2, select the province of East Java, select the town of Kediri, a system of cooperation been rent and filing requests cooperation filled Rp 1,000,000.
Figure 6 Supplier Registration
After filling and signing up is complete, the supplier will receive an email containing the account activation link to activate your account supplier but still can not be used because it must wait for approval as in Figure 7 .
Once active, the company will contact the applicant and make determinations cooperation. Admin of the company can classify the supplier in accordance with the agreement as shown in Figure 8 , and activate the account so that the supplier can use an account that has been registered in accordance with Figure 9 . 
Sales of Goods Implementation
Ordering
Customers who visit the marketplace application is able to see a wide variety of goods sold as Figure 10 without the need to perform the login process
Figure 10 List of Items
However, if you want to order goods by including a shopping cart, login process needs to be done first. After entering all the items to be purchased on the shopping cart, the customer can see the suitability of ordering goods that do like Figure 11 .
Figure 11Shopping Cart
The data required to be filled out completely and clearly so that the process of calculating the cost of shipping and delivery process runs smoothly. For example, for a field filled with Hermawan name, phone number field filled 08223141788, the address field is filled with jl.malang 2, East Java provinces were selected field, field Kediri city selected. Upon completion of the complete data, by pressing the button updates the shipping cost shipping fees will be calculated as shown in Figure 12 .
Figure 12 Destination and Shipping Data
After making the checkout process, the customer will get a notification purchases of goods as successful as in Figure 13 .
Figure 13 Notification Successful
Customer Payment
Customers who have made the process of buying goods, can see the status of orders as in Figure 14 .
Figure 7 Email Activation
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Figure 14 List of Sales
For customers who have not made the payment process, can make the payment process by the method of transfer and input the transfer of evidence as inFigure 15.
Figure 15 Input Proof of Payment
After making a payment, purchase status will change to payment as Figure 16 and then customer only waiting to see the goods delivery status likeFigure 17.
Figure 16 List of Payment Sales
Figure 17 Status Delivery for Customer
Confirmation process customer payment can be made by admin company if the customer has done inputting proof of transfer by changing the status of payment into a payment confirmation as in Figure 18 and Figure 19 . 
Shipping
Sales have been confirmed payment by admin company will appear in parts of suppliers waiting confirmation as Figure 20 .
Figure 20 List of Waiting Confirmation Sales
Suppliers are required to confirm the booking made by the customer and confirmed the results will be displayed as in Figure 21 .
Figure 21 List of Confirmation Sales
Information will also be given confirmation to the customer such as Figure 22 .
Figure 22 Information about Confirmation for Customer
The next item is ready to be delivered by courier JNE and the supplier will perform a data inputting shipping information such as Figure 23 .
Figure 23 Input Data Shipping
Information delivery with shipping details will also be given to the customer as Figure 24 .
Figure 24 Information Shipping for Customer
If the goods have arrived at the destination, the supplier will change the status of the sale be arrived like Figure 25 and 
Calculation of Sales
The process of inputting payment begins by selecting a date range of sales calculation has been completed and has not been paid to the supplier. For example, from 1 May 2016 to 25 May 2016. Figure 27 is the result of the calculation details of sales during the specified time period.
Figure 27 Calculation of Sales
Details of the sale can be sent like Figure 28 . Details will be sent as an email to the supplier as in Figure 29 . 
CONCLUSION
Based on the test results we can conclude the following:  Applications are made in accordance with the plan of the system to be applied to the company  System of cooperation with suppliers is divided into three: o Rent: the fee paid is always fixed every month o The combination of rental and fees: fees paid by a percentage of the sales that have occurred coupled with the cost of rent per month  Process of Sales divided into 3 phases, among others order, payment, and shipping 
The whole process of the transaction, the complaint and the advertisement will be integrated in the system, thereby reducing the risk of human error
